DANCE FESTIVAL TO BE MOST COLORFUL

Miss Johnson, Pop Band and Male Quartet Also to Appear on Program

Two and Thoroughly, the most colorful event of the annual Winter Formal will be the Dance Festival which is to be announced by A. A. A. (The beautiful) in the next few days, with a program that will be filled with color and entertainment.

Tickets are $2.00 each and will be sold at the entrance of the dance, which is set for the all-electric gymnasium. Tickets are limited and will be sold on a first-come, first-served basis.

COAST DEBATE FOR IDAHO ENDS SOON

To Confront Washington and Oregon Last of Series

The Pacific Coast debate series culminates this month with a final debate between Virginia, Washington and Oregon. The series has been a success and is expected to draw a large crowd to the debate at the Idaho State Capitol.

The topics for the debate are yet to be announced, but it is expected to be a fierce competition between the three states for the title of the best debater.

FUTURE

Fur, handsome and twenty-five-year-old to the university and available for $2.50 and higher for the first semester of the next year. This is the last number of a series, in the future of the future, to receive any achromatic stimulus.

This is known as a good indication that students are interested in fashion and more into the educational side of society. An increasing number of students are starting to work for higher grades, provided the latter part of the time, are starting to work for higher grades.

The rural setting of the classroom with the rural setting of the classroom where students are working. There are all in business, a certain number of students who will be the next period more of the time. Then there are students who are capable of making $2.50 a day, but unless they can secure outdoor advantages to be acted in a rural setting today.

The value of rural setting within our rural setting is a rural setting which is also felt.

Students!
Your friendly cooperation will be appreciated

TAXI
Phone - 3131 - Phone

10 cents to campus

Gray Line Cab Co.
405 So. Washington St.
CHURCH'S

BOLLES BUSTER BROWN SHOE STORE

Paul Whiteman Likes the Toasted Flavor of Luckies - His Favorite Brand

"I know but recently, when I started to act as master of ceremonies with my band at the Paramount Theatre, that I realized how vital the perfect voice condition was to the performer. I have been always a consistent smoker and fortunately, Lucky Strikes were my favorite brands. I take them—cigars and pipes, both of all. I reckon smoking as often as I like, without fear of irritating my voice, which is coming a great asset in my work."

Prominent Tobacco Buyer says:
"The Cream of the Tobacco Crop" goes into Lucky Strike

"Discriminating smokers know the excellence of Lucky Strike Cigarettes by their distinctive taste, flavor and lack of bad aftereffects. We buyers know why Lucky Strikes possess these superior qualities because we buy "The Cream of the Crop" for their manufacturers."

"It's toasted"

No Throat Irritation—No Cough.
DOLF INSTRUCTION
WILL START SOON

Weather permitting, Walt Dolf will
start his instruction class on the golf
course at the Idaho State Fairgrounds
this week. The classes will be held
in the mornings, and will include
theory and practice. Those inter-
ested are advised to sign up early.

ROTHMOOR COATS
Girls are telling their friends about them
After that all it takes is al
look. The unusual im-
ported fabrics are so
attractive the furs so
fine the man-tailored
lines so smart that girls
can’t help but buy
NEARLY 100 DRESSES TO
CHOOSE FROM
New dresses twice-a-week selected in
New York as they appear by Ann
Elizabeth Ehrney.
Where Fashion’s last word is spoken
Every DAVIDS’.

STEWART’S SHOE SHOP
Satisfactory — Serviceable — Shoe Repairing —
Collins & Orland Hardware Co.
General Hardware
Phone 5191

When upworn stop at
JANTZEN’S
Shoe Repair Shop
Just Real Good Work
238 Main
Phone 4456

CLOTHES
Ready-made
And Cut to Order
ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY
STYLES, TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL
CHARMS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.
Charter House
604, 604 1/2, 105 1/2

Here’s some “inside stuff” on smoking

SOMEBODY in the neighborhood of your cousin of yours there’s a spot devoted to smoke appreciation. We could describe it more fully, but this is no organ matter. The point is Light a Cigarette, pull in a fragrant cloud of cool jee—just listen to your emphysema spout—"Antilobity!" As the smoke clears away—no harm done.

Hickok Belts
New Buckles and
Therograms
New Headed Leather Belts in
grays and browns
Plain and Fancy Leather
Belts

CREIGHTON’S

GROUPIE AND A GREAT 20-MILE BROADCAST, CURES DOWN ATTENDANCE

All classes of today and tomorrow will not be able to participate in the summer activities that are a part of the regular school program. E. H. Harman, graduate manager of the department, said that the classes are now divided into two sections, one for the summer school and the other for the regular school. It is expected that the summer school will begin in June and continue until the end of July.

Fathers and sons have been prominent in the activities of the department. In addition to the regular school program, fathers and sons have been working on various projects for the benefit of the community. These projects include the building of a library, a gymnasium, and a swimming pool. The department is also working on a project to build a new bridge over the river.

GIRLS’ FIRING SQUAD
HAS GOOD RATING
Major Fuller Thinks Idaho
Should Come Out Near Top

Just where Idaho stands this fall in
the national firing squad is a
question of great interest to
the state. Major Fuller, the
commander of the firing squad, has stated that he believes Idaho
should come out near the top of
the national list.

Other states are striving to
maintain their national
standing in this field, but
Idaho has the advantage of
having a large number of
colleges and universities,
where the firing squads are
organized.
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